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Climbing in

Portugal
Overhanging limestone,
sun-drenched beaches
and minimal crowds –
discover Portugal’s
newest climbing scene.

Carlos Logroño on
Codigo de Barras
7a (5.11d), Pared
das Riscas
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Story and photos by
David Munila
Bordered by Spain and the Atlantic
Ocean, Portugal is a place where climbing
has recently become popular, with incredible
climbing locations like the cliffs of the Algarve
on the southwest point of the country. It is
here the Romans believed the world ended.
Although only 90 km wide and 175 km
long, the Algarve region exudes a special
character thanks to its small villages, sandy
golden beaches and hidden coves,which are
sheltered by its many impressive cliffs.
Faro, the capital of the region, is easily
accessible by plane and is close to the small
climbing area of Rocha da Pena in the
green hills of the interior. The area is low
and lush with some rocky outcrops and the
climbing is located near the region’s 479 m
peak. The crag is predominantly south
facing and divided into 12 sectors spanning
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Left: Jonathan Larrañaga
on L2 Mil Folhas 7a
(5.11d), Pared das
Riscas, Sagres Cliffs

Above: Fishing
boats in Sagres
harbour

approximately three and a half kilometres,
with routes ranging between 12 and 20 m.
The crag offers vertical climbing up to 8a
with the majority of routes at the six level.
Despite its beauty and quietness, Rocha da
Pena does not reflect the true climbing potential of the area and its popularity is more a
result of its convenient location to the airport,
which allows visiting climbers a quick cragging fix as they arrive or before leaving.
The wall of Albufeira is a similar secondary area worthy of a short visit. It’s located
a little further west, on a narrow strip of
orange limestone overlooking the sea. It was
fully equipped in 2008 with 40 routes.
Climbers seeking to sample Portugal’s best
climbing will want to travel the cliffs in Sagres
region. At the top of the cliffs, strong winds
sculpt the landscape, creating an area with
almost no trees, while below, the Atlantic
pounds and shapes the limestone walls. The
area’s difficult-to-find cliffs cover almost
18 km of rugged coastline. It’s advisable that
visiting climbers drop by The Camel bar for
an up-to-date topo and directions.
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Near the port in Sagres, climbers will find
the Punta Baleeira and Punta Atalaia climbing areas. This section of cliff starts at the
port and extends to the Mareta beach and
has several sectors with easy routes, which are
accessible by rappel. The visiting Englishman
Andy Reid is responsible for most of the
development in this area as well as most of
the classic routes in Punta de Sagres.
Portuguese climbers have bolted the
most modern and enjoyable sport climbing
sectors, which include Corgas, Riscas and
Armacao Nova.
The great wall of Armacao has excellent
rock, spectacular atmosphere and is well
bolted. Corgas offers the most challenging
climbing and is also the most difficult crag
to find. Although the access is not easy, the
climbing is worth the effort. During windy
days climbers should consider Corgas and
Riscas as they are shielded from strong
westerly winds.
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Andrea Cartas on
Manobras a¨riscardas
6c (5.11a), Pared das
Riscas, Sagres
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Carlos Logroño on
Despenteando Mental
7b+ (5.12c), Armacao
Nova, Sagres

Typical fisherman
and Algarvian boats,
Sagres harbour

Mammut – Worldwide Partner of IFMGA

As Riscas is south facing, it is an especially good option if the temperatures drop.
West-facing cliffs like the Mirror or Golden
Window offer reasonably well equipped
technical climbing with small holds and
lower angle rock.
Although there is year-round climbing
in Sagres, the wind and the sudden storms
during the winter months will limit some
climbing opportunities. Thankfully, the many
cliffs allow climbers to maximize the number
of climbing days regardless of the weather.

Bouldering at Beliche
sand beach

150 years of Mammut
We are celebrating this anniversary with
the largest peak project ever: 150 teams will
climb 150 mountain peaks worldwide.
Join us and apply online for the tour
of your life!
www.mammut.ch / 150years
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Carlos Logroño on
Pingo Doce 7c+
(5.13a), Corgas Cliffs
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Carlos Logroño on the
second pitch of Golden
Window 7a+ (5.12a),
West Lighthouse Cliffs
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Early morning fisherman
in Sagres harbour

Corgas Bay

Practical Guide
Getting There

Climbers can fly into Lisbon, which is the capital of Portugal,
and then catch a flight to Faro. Alternatively, climbers can also
fly in from Madrid with Ryan Air (low cost). Once in Faro, rent
a car as bus travel requires multiple change-overs and there is no
car hire in Sagres.

Best Season

Summer in Rocha da Pena is too hot and usually very windy.
Weather conditions in Sagres vary depending on the orientation
of the cliff.

Where to sleep

In Sagres, the most economical option is Camping de Sagres
(orbitur.pt) which is close to the village. Rooms are also available
for rent. One recommended option is Tonel apartments
(tonel.web.pt).

Other Important Facts

Language: Portuguese is the main language and basic English is

spoken in the tourist areas.
Currency: Euro
Eating in Sagres: The best restaurants are on the road to

Vila Obispo. They have fresh fish and Portuguese stew pots.
Diversions: Wi-fi and Internet access is available at Bar
Dromedario.
Groceries: There is a large supermarket just outside of Sagres
and another supermarket on the way out of Vila Obispo.
Tips: Drink bottled water. Bring rappel/belay and a daisy chain.

Topos and Info

Topos of Rocha da Pena: amea.pt
A Portuguese climbing blog: equipadores.blogspot.com
Some topos (not for sale) are available in Dromedario’s bar on
the main street of Sagres.
David Munila is a climber-photographer and
frequent contributor to Gripped.
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slick and ergonomic this latest generation
of superlight lockers have been designed
to give you the edge on your hardest
ascents and in the tightest spots.
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Surfers at Beliche beach
with Corgas Cliffs in the
background
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